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 Abstract   

Integration of science and Islam has become a model of scientific development at UIN 
(Islamic State University) In Indonesia. The expansion of the field of study in PTKI (Islamic 
Higher Education in Indonesia) formerly only the Islamic sciences, clear away to the 
natural sciences, the social sciences and humanities that necessitates a change of 
scientific thought. Thought that develop in universities under the Ministry of Religious 
Affairs is the natural sciences and the social sciences-humanities sourced from Western 
thus mean secular.So that both of them have Islamic value, it should be constructed to the 
new paradigm in scientific development; UIN Malang develop integration paradigm, UIN 
Yogyakarta develop integration-interconnected, and UIN-Surabaya develop integrated-
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multidisciplinary paradigm. These are the great job as well as challenges is faced by PTKI 
that carries thought integrative knowledge. 
Keywords:science, Islam, integration, interconnection and multidisciplinary. 

 
INTRODUCTION  

According to Barbour [6] there are four typologies of relation of science and 

religion; conflict, independence, dialogue and integration.The explanation of relation of 

science and religion chronologically is positioned as the integration of the latest and the 

best model. This typology has been criticized by Hought [11] because it is not easy to 

find a sharp distinction between the two the last typologies, dialogue and integration. 

Hought [11, 23] then propose four different typologies between one and the other; 

conflict, contrast, contacts and confirmation. Some Muslim writers using four typologies 

are mainly from Barbour to explain the relation of science and Islam. The typology 

Barbour was less relevant to describe the relation of science and Islam particularly in 

the Islamic Higher Education (PTKI). On the contrary, the last typology Hought 

"confirmation" is more appropriate to describe the integration of science and Islam in 

some PTKI in Indonesia. It is different from the integration that merges and squashes 

two entities of science and religion, confirmation is "strengthening" or "support". The 

use of the term "confirmation" in integration of science and Islamic context in PTKI is 

closer to practice in the field. 

Integration has two meanings; reintegration and unity. Reintegration means 

reunite science and religion after both of them separated. This notion has developed in 

the Western because of the historical development of science in the West. While unity 

means that science and religion is a primordial unity. So, the second one is more 

developed in the Islamic world, because as an ontological is believed that the truths of 

science and religion is one, the difference in the locus of the study, which is one starts 

from the verses of al-Qur’an, while the other one starts from the verses of kawniyah [15]. 

Actually, both of them are not contradiction, because it is a "unity of truth" and "unity 

of knowledge", as a single truth. Even if there is a difference, it is understood as a 

difference in interpretation in understanding the verses of the al-Qur'an and the verses 

of kauniyah [4,5]. Integration of science and Islam in this article are interpreted 

according to the purpose of scientific development at PTKI which becomes the object of 

study; integration UIN Malang, integrated-interconnection UIN Yogyakarta, and 

integrated-multidisciplinary UIN Surabaya.  

Islamic scientific fields, natural science, social science, and humanities, even 

technology when it is faced with the complexity of life cannot be stand alone. To answer 

this question according to Suprayogo [22] it is required the integration of science and 

Islamic, according to Abdullah [1] it is required the interconnect integration of Islamic, 

science, and technology. It is required cooperation among the scientific disciplines to 

resolve the problems which is faced and lived by humans being for now and for coming. 

According to UIN Surabaya, It is requires a integrated-multidisciplinary [24]. This 

integration model is beyond the model of dewesterniztion of knowledge Al-Attas [3] and 

the model Islamization of knowledge al-Faruqi [4]. Both of these models relatively are 

not move from the debate about the neutrality of science, and never agree on its 

methodology. Therefore, despite there are many who agree that science is not neutral, 

but are reluctant to the model of knowledge dewesternisasi and knowledge Islamization, 

Even some Islamic intellectual such as Rahman [21], Salam and Hoodboy [12].  

Integration of science and Islam is developed in PTKI which has already 

experienced a transformation both of the State Islamic High School (STAIN) nor the State 

Islamic Institute (IAIN) into the State Islamic University (UIN). The main task of STAIN 

and IAIN is carrying out Islamic religious higher education program. After undergoing 

transformation into UIN, there is an additional task of carrying out other sciences 

education programs; natural sciences, social sciences and humanities. Besides, its main 
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task is carrying out Islamic higher education programs, UIN also conduct other science 

educational programs; natural sciences, social sciences and humanities [19]. It is helped 

encourage UIN to do the integration of science and Islam. The institutional of UIN is also 

experiencing rapid development, which was originally only UIN Jakarta in 2002; it is 

developed into three, UIN Yogyakarta and UIN Malang. Now, the number of UIN has 

reached 12 institutions, it is include IAIN Sunan Ampel Surabaya which is experiencing 

transformation recently becomes UIN Sunan Ampel Surabaya. 

Look at to the experience of three UIN (Malang, Yogyakarta and Surabaya) of 12 

UIN that has developed integrative science, the most critical thing is when formulating 

the philosophical foundation of scientific development. This article analyzes the three 

praxis integration of science and Islamic which is developed at UIN Maulana Malik 

Ibrahim Malang, UIN Sunan Kalijaga Yogyakarta and UIN Sunan Ampel Surabaya. The 

aspects that be analyzed are construction philosophical foundation, and methodology 

which is used by those three UIN. 

METHOD 

Research approach 

Based on the research problem and the nature of the data above, this study chose 

to use a qualitative approach. A qualitative approach was chosen because the issues 

which is studied is the idea, which is form of "empirical" is the idea of integration of 

science and Islamic in the development of science in three UIN. The ideas are in the 

form of a philosophical view and integration of science and Islamic methodology.  

Strauss and Corbin said that there are three basic components to be considered 

in a qualitative approach, they are data, procedures in the analysis and interpretation 

to arrive at the findings or theories and systematic preparation of reports, as well as 

their statement,  

"There are three major components. First there are the data, which as mentioned 

can come from various sources. Interviews and observations are the most common 
sources. The second component of qualitative research consists of the different 

analytic or interpretive procedures that are used to arrive at findings or theories. 

These procedures include the techniques for conceptualizing data. Written and 

verbal reports make up the third component of qualitative research.”[20]. 

The type of research is the study of philosophy. The study of philosophy is a 

reflective study, which analyzes the idea or thought that one step further than the 

general rational activities, or how to understand philosophy object in depth and 

fundamental. Indeed, philosophy is to reflect anything, it is not limited to the field or a 

particular theme. The selected types of philosophical research is patterned systematic 

reflective. Bakker stated that the philosophical research which is patterned reflective 

systematic is intended to examine one of the principal in human life which is quite 

central phenomenon; such as language, freedom, interpersonal communication, 

kindness, justice, the relationship between religion and state, and the validity of 

knowledge as a material object [7]. It is inspired by this view, so the problem of 

integration of science and Islamic in the development of science in PTKI is a matter of 

science and Islamic relations. In this study they are examined from the philosophical 

framework aspects, and its methodology. Based on the material object of this study, the 

researcher thinks that the choice of philosophical research with a systematic model of 

reflective is most appropriate. The use of the type of philosophy research, because 

philosophy are neutral and proportionate can bridge the two domains, namely science 

and Islam [15]. 

Knowledge of philosophy itself reflects human data, so it can be observed. But 

especially philosophical reflection that aims to break through the membrane and search 

for the core (perultimas causas). Then the philosophical research can be called an 

empirical study of the object, but according to the "special" meaning [7]. 
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Data Sources  

The data source is divided into two. First is the sources of primary data in the 

forms of documents and written materials about the integration of science and Islamic, 

which are published by three institutions of UIN. Second, secondary data sources in the 

form of written materials from academicians of three UIN, and written materials that 

sourced from observers who come from outside the academicians of three UIN. 

Data Collection  

Data collection was done by hunting the data of three UIN institutions, UIN 

Malang, Surabaya, Yogyakarta, especially for the primary data in the forms of official 

documents of integration of science and Islam.  The primary data was hunted through 

the relation in the three UIN. For the secondary data sources, the researcher hunted 

through article and journal related to the integration of science and Islam which is 

developed in three UIN.    

 
Data analysis 

The analysis data was done through the stages of inventory, categorization, 

interpretation, critical evaluation, synthesis and new understanding [7]. Inventory or 

data collection was done with exploring written materials, to construct a view of the 

integration of science and Islam. The next step was the categorization with arranging 

the themes and forming of syntheses with the new understanding which could be 

given.Interpretation and critical evaluation which was a phase of reflection was placed 

at the end of each sub-theme of the study after analysis and synthesis. 

Techniques of data analysis, besides the use of the theoretical framework for the 

analysis of philosophical research which stated by Anton Bakker, also using techniques 

qualitative data analysis. Theoretically, it also could be relied, that was from Miles and 

Huberman.Miles and Huberman proposed steps in qualitative data analysis which was 

began with data collection, data reduction, data presentation, and conclusion or 

verification [16]. Data reduction was selection activities, focusing and simplification, 

abstraction and data transformation "the raw data" on the field. Data presentation was 

done in narrative form by noticing the simplification so it was the unity form (gestalt) 

which was easy to be understood. The Last is the conclusion or verification, by making 

the meaning of the data, and reviewing the syntheses that have been done earlier.This 

final step according to Miles and Huberman was a part of the whole configuration of the 

data analysis work [16].This analysis technique was eclectic,so qualitative social science 

research in general with philosophical analysis techniques that are more specific in 

science was completed each other. 

RESULTS  

The curriculum of higher education is arranged autonomously. In practice, 

curriculum development at PT (Higher Education) is conducted at the level of the study 

program. Nevertheless, at least at the university level to formulate basic framework that 

contains a philosophical foundation, and theoretical foundation. While the aspects 

related to the competencies and skills of graduates and curriculum structure are 

usually formulated at the level of each study program. 

Observing the three experience of twelve UIN (Malang, Yogyakarta and Surabaya), 

which has developed a new scientific paradigm; the most critical is when formulating 

its philosophical foundation. This paper tries to abstract philosophical foundations of 

the scientific view of the three UIN, and the methods of integration of scientific 

knowledge and the Islamic knowledge. 

First is the integration paradigm with the metaphor "Tree of Science" (Pohon Ilmu) 

UIN Malang. The dichotomy of science and Islam in a view of UIN Malang is contrary to 
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the character of Islamic universal teachings. The islamic teachings never make 

dichotomy between science and Islam, both science and Islam are sourced in the verses 

of the al-Qur'an and hadith. Therefore it should not be contradicted between them. If 

there is dichotomy between science and Islam, they must be returned to its authenticity, 

there is the unity as the primordial message that should be implemented. 

Suprayogo [21], synergizes between science and religion is something very 

important, even it is a must, because ignoring the values of religion in the development 

of science and technology will be a negative impact, not only to the order of socio-

humanitarian, but also on the order of the cosmos or the universe. The negative impact 

of the tendency of ignoring the moral values (religion) we can see empirically at the 

corrupt and destructive behavior which is done by human beings on this earth with 

using the power of science and technology. In contrast, the tendency to impose the 

religious teachings normatively doctrinaire into science, it will also inhibit the 

development of science itself. Therefore, science should not be regarded as the final, but 

it is a process continuously develops as the times. " 

The dichotomy also leaves the issue, because the existence of modern science, 

since the 17th century tend to be tempered reductionist, atomistic and partial in looking 

at the fact, it proven failed to understand and control the effects of imitation from 

development of science and technology". Mustafa [17] added, "Modern Western science 

contains the destructive nature that may threaten the safety of human life". 

Integration of science and Islam UIN Malang is built on four philosophical 

foundation; (a) parallelization of religion with philosophy. Religion and philosophy, both 

of them are normative, and also presents world view,so both of them are valid to be used 

as basis of the science development.The main arguments of the parallelization view of 

religion and philosophy, that the philosophy which is the basis of science and the 

mother of science it is not scientific, and this is called as unscientific base of science. 

Thus, religion which is also a normative basis is not scientifically valid as the basis of 

science development; (b) the universalism of Islam. Islam is a religion that teachings is 

for all human being, in all places and applied forever. Universalism Islam is understood 

that: (i) the teachings of Islam encompass all aspects of life which includes the principle 

of relationship between man and God, man and his fellow man, and man and his 

environment, (ii) from the dimension of time and place, Islam applies to all types of 

people in the world without distinguish geographical boundaries and ethnic, since Islam 

was revealed to Prophet Muhammad until the world ends, and(c) the special 

characteristics of Islamic teaching are emphasizing the balance between the spiritual 

and material life, as well as ritual and social [13]. UIN Malang  see Islam as the 

religionfar horizon and unlimited sky(berufuk jauh dan berlangit tak terbatas).It is used 

as the second philosophical foundation of integration of science and Islam by UIN 

Malang (iii)the compatibility of science concepts with Islamic teachings. There is no 

conflict between science and Islam; even there is a meeting point between both of them, 

especially, the function of both. Religion is the way of salvation, while science as the 

way towards welfare. This basic view is valid as the basis of integration of science and 

Islam; (d) Point Vortex Theory).Revelation (al-Quran and al-Sunnah al-mutawatirah)is 

the absolute undeniable truth. While philosophy and science are the product of human 

thinking, which is the truth certainly is relative.It is required justification from the 

higher truth, that is the absolute truth of revelation and it is undeniable. Al-Qur'an and 

Hadith are as the vortex of all science, and also as the base of ontology, epistemology, 

and axiology science.The base views are the foundation of philosophical of scientific 

development with integrative paradigm in UIN Malang. Four philosophies foundations 

are not unity of ideas, so it cannot be frameworked [14, 22, 27). 

The philosophical views above are implicating for the policy of UIN Malang mainly 

to the institutional and its curriculum. Institutionally, it is done with integration 

between universities and high boarding schools (ma’had al-aly) which is exist on 
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campus. Higher education has its own curriculum and high boarding schools also have 

their own curriculum. Both of these institutions have different duties and 

responsibilities. The higher education is given the responsibility to the scientific 

development and professionalism, while Islamic boarding school is given the task of 

strengthening the spirituality and formation of noble character. 

UIN Malang also develop integralistic curriculum that described in the form of 

"Tree of Science".At the root are the instruments science; Arabic and English, Basic 

Natural Sciences, basic of Socio-Cultural Sciences, ideology (Pancasila), and 

methodology (philosophy). On the stem is the knowledge that becomes the foundation 

of the the integration formation of knowledge (al-Qur'an, Hadith, Sirah Nabawi, Islamic 

thought and Islamic Society). Clumps of knowledge that are on the roots and stems 

must be studied by every student in all courses. After the students studied two sciences 

at the roots and stems, then they conduct special study of the knowledge which is 

interested (exact sciences, social sciences, and humanities) that are held by faculty and 

study program. In the third clumps, all students are not required to learn a variety of 

knowledge, but only some students who learn it based on its interest. In principle, all 

students study the existing knowledge in the field of branches and leaves, but they 

choose based on their interest. 

Through this way public and religion Knowledge integrated reflectively on each 

academicians, and graduates are expected to have; the depth of the spiritual, moral 

majesty, breadth of knowledge and professional maturity. It is not quite enough with 

the integrated Knowledge instruments,UIN Malang also formed campus environment 

with religious culture. Those are intended to produce graduates with four 

characters,commonly, it is called ulul albab.Even if the Integration of Science and Islam 

at UIN Malang, in practice tend to follow the Islamization model of Knowledge with 

justification of modern Islamic science (ayatisasi)actually it is out of the first Planning. 

Second is integrated- interconnection paradigm with the metaphor of "spider web"  

UIN Sunan Kalijaga Yogyakarta. Scientific view of integration-interconnect at UIN 

Yogyakarta are many initiated by Abdullah [1]. Integration-Interconnect paradigm based 

on philosophical ideas initiated by Abdullah and it is described in some of his work 

broadly and deep. This paper want present those ideas briefly in a few pointers. 

Some views of Abdullah [1] which became the backbone of integration 

interconnection paradigm are in the following; (a) religion in the broad meaning is the 

revelation of God, which regulates human relationship with God, themselves, and the 

environment physical, social and cultural globally. A set of rules, the common values 

and this fundamental principles actually called "Syari'at" (QS.al-Jatsiyah / 45: 18; al-

Maidah / 5: 48). Al-Qur'an is an indication of ethics, morals, akhlak, and wisdom. It 

can be the basis of science theology, and grand theory (grand theory) science. It should 

be emphasized that revelation never claimed himself as a science; (b) the science that 

was born from the mother of religion become an objective science (undergoing process 

of objectification). It means that the science is not perceived by other religions, non-

religious and no-religious as the norm (the normative sides), but as a symptom of 

objective scientific (the historicity sides). Believes or not to the religious backgrounds 

that become source of knowledge is not a problem. Science which is religious 

background is objective science, it is not normative religion. (c) Basically, human 

knowledge can be categorized into three areas of natural sciences, social sciences and 

humanities. Is an historical accident Muslims when natural sciences building (al-ulum 

al-kauniyyah) separates and not in contact at all with the Islamic sciences which 

foundation is "text" or nash. Severability and fragmentation have big effect to the 

bureaucratic world, the world of government, the world of BUMN, the business world, 

the environment and the world of work in general. Therefore, it is required model of 

interconnected entities knowledge, in the sense, that each one aware of his limitations 
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in solving human problems, and establish cooperation at least in terms of approach 

(approach) and method of thinking and research (process and procedure) [1, 8]. 

The curriculum with the spirit of scientific emphasizes interdisciplinary, 

sensitivity, and interconnectivity, with breath of reintegration epistemology according to 

Abdullah [1]it is need to consider the following basic principles. Civilization of text 

(hadharah al-nash), the buffer of Bayani text cultural could not be stand by its self, 

irrespectively from civilization science (hadhit al-ilmi), such as engineering, 

communications and also cannot be separated from civilization philosophy (hadharah 

al- falsafah) and vice versa. Hadharah al-ilmi (cultural of science), they are the empirical 

sciences that generate science and technology, will not have "character", which stands 

for human life and the environment, if it is not guided by hadharah al-falsafah (culture 

of ethics-emancipator) which is sturdiness. Meanwhile hadharah al-nash (religious 

culture which merely refers to the text) in combination with hadharah al-ilmi (science 

and technology), without knowing the humanities contemporary will be dangerous, 

because if not careful it will be carry out by current easily to direction of radicalism-

Fundamentalism movement. For that, it is need hadharah al-falsafah (ethics culture 

that is transformative-liberating). Likewise hadharah al-falsafah (civilization of 

philosophy) will feel dry, if it is not related to the religious issues which contained in the 

text culture and even more away from the problems posed and faced by hadharah al-

ilmi (civilization science empiris- technical). Worth considering the future in designing 

courses, curriculum and syllabus UIN by avoiding pitfall and arrogance trap of 

disciplines who feel "certain" in its own territory without recognizing input from 

disciplines outside of itself. " 

Abdullah [1] proposed in the development of course curriculum to use the 

interconnected scheme, which are combining the three basic principles above, and 

override single scheme and isolated scheme that put three civilizations above separately. 

Praxis integration interconnection or interconnected schemes in development of science 

to resolve the problem as in the case of civil rights of the child from the marriage Sirri 

between the deceased Moerdiono, a former Minister Secretary of State in the Order baru 

era, (the mention of the name, following the press proclaimed it when it happened) and 

Machica Mochtar [2 ]. 

"On February 17, 2012, the Constitutional Court (MK) decides new provision, 

enhance Article 43, paragraph 1, the Marriage Law in 1974, by deciding that" children 

who born as the bastard have a relationship civil with his mother and his mother's 

family, and with man as his father who can be proved by science and technology and / 

or other evidence according to the law have blood relations, including civil relations with 

his father's family. "With this provision, so the civil rights of the child of marriage Sirri 

between the deceased Moerdiono, a formerMinister Secretary of State, (sorry, I 

mentioned the name, following the press proclaimed it when it happened) and Machica 

Mochtar. The Constitutional Court decided that the deceased Moerdiono is the biological 

father of M. Iqbal Ramadan, as a child from the marriage Sirri with Machica Mochtar, 

based on scientific evidence (DNA). While the religious Court in Jakarta, initially decided 

on the lawsuit that proposed by Machica Mochtar, the child of a marriage Sirri (M. Iqbal 

Ramadhan valid according to religion) because it is not recorded in the records in the 

Religious Affairs Office or the Civil Registry Office, so the children who born from the 

marriage Sirri can only be attributed to his mother, and cannot be attributed to his 

father (his biological). " 

While the issue that almost every year becomes controversy among Muslims, 

because it is not used an integrated interconnection approach they are for deciding the 

beginning of Ramadan and Eid. "The struggle (not to call it conflict paradigm) between 

religion and science have always exhibited in a public space and there are no signs to 

end in the near future. Conflict, or the differences between the calculation system of the 

beginning of Ramadan through rukyat (see the beginning of the month empirically, 
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using the naked eye - helped by telescope) and the calculation system in deciding the 

beginning of month through the hisab (through rational calculation) as it has been 

practiced long time ago in the calculation of the calendar miladiyyah (gregorian). If the 

conflicts middle of the century was triggered by differences in understanding and 

interpretation of the church and the calculations of scientists astronomy of motion 

circulation of the planet, which is between schools geocentric and heliocentric, the 

conflict in the modern era, at least in the homeland and in the Muslim world in 

general,to determine the beginning of Ramadan between rukyat expert followers and 

hisab experts. As a result it is not tragic in era middle ages, but still gives an 

uncomfortable feeling because it is associated with the interests of the people,related to 

the internal affairs of religion itself (deciding time for takbir end of fasting for eastern 

Indonesia, preparation for prayer of Eid al-fitr), but also about transportation, 

determination holidays and entered the office and so on. Then, there is discomfort or 

tension socio-psychological yearly when following the council ithbat (determination of 

the beginning of Ramadan or the beginning of Shawwal) by the government that held a 

day before the big day, so in management it cannot be anticipated implications and 

consequences of the decision of result of council which is not done long time ago." [2] 

The two examples above should be a lesson to Muslims about the importance of 

using an integrated interconnecting approach in solving the social problems, 

humanitarian and religious issues. Captivity in just one approach in solving problems 

not only shows the arrogance, but it also raises new issues that could be more complex. 

Third, integrated-multidisciplinary paradigm UIN Sunan Ampel Surabaya with 

metaphor  “Integrated Twin Towers”. The background of scientific development with 

integrated-multidisciplinary paradigm will be described as follow. The growing of Islamic 

studies are more viscous with rational-speculative approach with deductive character, 

while the empiricism practical approach that inductive character less get decent place. 

These conditions led to the development of Islamic science in the PTKI are stagnant, 

because the strong of normative-theological approach, so it tends to justify the 

teachings, doctrines and religious norms.Islamic studies ultimately less grounded 

because it is not grounded in empirical reality. As a result, the Islamic sciences are also 

experiencee the relevance crisis to the dynamics of society and concrete problems of 

society. This is an epistemological problem of scientific development in general in PTKI 

and IAIN especially which is now becomes UIN Sunan Ampel Surabaya [18, 25]. 

The view on the Islamic studies approach above, pushing UIN Sunan Ampel 

Surabaya to integrate the Islamic sciences with other scientific to make it more dynamic 

and evolving, such as the need for religious studies which is enriched by the social 

sciences, or theology with Western philosophy, sociology and anthropology, or with 

empirical science. As such there will be the synthesis between the normative-

metaphysical dimension and empirical-historical dimension, so it's not like said "we talk 

about God in the sky, while we still lay on the earth." In the future the Axiological 

theology should be developed for the purpose of human progress. 

Integrated-multidisciplinary model in scientific development in UIN Sunan Ampel 

Surabaya placed on a view basis as follows. That the Islamic sciences, humanities and 

social-faulty must develop adequate and reasonable.This scientific can be grouped into 

two parts of the Islamic sciences and modern science. Both of them are seen to have the 

same authority, so that between one another cannot feel superior or inferior to each 

other. Islamic sciences developed in capacity and the possibility of its development, as 

well as other modern science is also growing in range and capacity. Islamic science is 

like a tower that is one and the other sciences like the other towers. Both are connected 

and meet in each peak,which is known as a multidisciplinary concept of Islamic 

sciences. The tower one becomes subject matter and the other one as approach [25]this 

integration of knowledge in view of UIN Sunan Ampel Surabaya, they are by positioning 
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one science to another one is side by side. In this context, one is the subject and the 

other as approaches, and this is the integration-multidispliner model. 

Integrated-multidisciplinary paradigm above; (a) it is equated with integrated 

twin-towers. (b) The sciences of Islam, social-humanities, and science and technology 

develope in accordance with the character and specific objects which is owned, but can 

greet, meet and associate each other in a connected growth. And, (c) it does not move in 

the framework of the Islamization of knowledge, but the Islamization of reasoning that 

are required for the creation of a scientific system that complementarily between the 

Islamic sciences, social-humanities, and science and technology. it means that the 

integrated-multidisciplinary paradigm do not intend to merge the Islamic sciences into 

modern science or vice versa. It is not like the Islamization of science model that tend 

to be reactive and intervene modern science that is well established [24]. 

Epistemologically, integrative scientificintegrated-multidisciplinary paradigm with 

twin towers metaphor, described in "Design of Academic UIN Sunan Ampel Surabaya 

(2013)" as follows; (1) integrated twin towers as a metaphor can be explained as follows. 

The first tower is Islamic sciences, while the second tower is the social sciences-

humanities, science and technology. The two twin towers connected by bridges and 

three pillars as its buffer, they are the strengthening of pure Islamic sciences but the 

step, the integration of "science of Islamic development" by scientific social-humanities, 

and the weighting of knowledge of science and technology with the Islam science. (2) 

Strengthening of pure Islamic sciences the step, such as Aqidah Sciences, al-Qur'an 

Sciences, Hadith Sciences, Fiqih and Falak Sciences. Strengthening the pure of Islamic 

sience is done by market research and curriculum review to ensure needs. There is a 

practical need for the pure sciences in society, while the competence of graduates 

inadequate.Strengthening the pure sciences to be relevant and important to be done, so 

it can answer market needs. (3) Integration "Islamic scientific development" and social 

science-Islamic humanities. The islamic sience with the social sciences-humanities are 

positioned opposite each other, or at least it has a distance,the two sciences that 

ontology and epistemology are different it could not be met. As In this situations, UIN 

Sunan Ampel Surabaya take positions to integrate Islamic sciences such as islamic 

history and political development with sciences-humanities that it is still seen as 

secular. The integrated-multidisciplinary paradigmis trying to bring together, articulate 

and complementary with each other. Integration of the two science is done in two ways 

at once, they are through the perspective of the study and objectives. If the Islamic 

sciences positioned as the development of targeted studies, the social sciences-

humanities positioned as an approach, and vice versa. (4) The weighting of science and 

technology with Islamic science. Weighting is done by Islamization reasoning of lectures 

and students especially who has the field of social science-humanities and science and 

technology. The technique is done through Islamic Studies Mainstreaming Program in 

the form of workshops mandatory (compulsory) to increasee Islamic scholarship. The 

program has two purposes simultaneously; they are ensuring Islamic knowledge and 

Islamic understanding of lecturer adequately especially for supporting- humanities 

social science and science and technology, and the ability to perform the synergy 

between social science- humanities and science and technology with Islamic science. 

The integrated-multidisciplinary paradigm sience is expected to create graduates 

with Ulul Albab characteristics, there are the integration of the practice of dzikir and 

think in a life (al-Qur'an, 39: 9; 3: 7) and the maturity to behave and make the best 

choices in life based on divine guidance (al-Qur'an, 39:18; 5: 100), and the intellectual 

establishment (al-Qur'an, 3:18; 3: 190). This paradigm also facilitates the creation of 

intellectual property, spiritual maturity, and wisdom behavior. Furthermore, the 

intellectual property to produce smart personality, personal wisdom bore pious behavior 

(budi luhur) and spiritual maturity to create personality honorable (dignified). 
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DISCUSSION  

The mean ideas of integrative scientific development are based on the willingness 

to get out of the model of knowledge of Islamization such as the idea of al-Attas [3] and 

al-Faruqi [6]). Islamization philosophical view of science accrording of them should be 

appreciated, although it different in epistemology so there is no progress even tends to 

impasse [28]. The eefforts to get out of from the epistemological impasse, prompted 

integration paradigm, integrated-interconnection and integrated- multidisciplinary. 

Even UIN Surabaya chooses reasoning Islamization and the knowledge Islamization is 

not as the integration model. Either reasoning Islamization UIN Surabaya models or 

institutional integration is for the academic community as the scientific movement, thus 

Axiological in the context of educational institutions, UIN stay focused on the purpose 

of education. 

UIN (Malang, Yogyakarta and Surabaya) looked at the clump of natural sciences, 

social and humanities has same important position to be involved in solving the 

problems of humanity; social, environmental and cultural beside the Islamic sciences. 

Even UIN Malang looking at the Islamic sciences should be included clump 

humanities, so it should not stand alone because it becomes one of the caused of 

apparing the science dichotomy. Thus, a view previously stated that the Islamic sciences 

is more precious, or studying religious sciences as fard 'ain and general sciences as 

secular knowledge has changed, and study it as fard kifayahis not appropriate [10]. The 

general sciences have a same possision with the Islamic sciences, it is same as precious 

and important. 

Integration Paradigm, interconnected and multidisciplinary in development sience 

require solid philosophical foundation, so it can be a buffer model of scientific 

development. Among the three UIN there are still not really ready to prepare a 

philosophical view as the cornerstone of the integrative scientific development. In fact, 

some of them are not expressly distinguish between paradigms, where the metaphor, so 

that should be seen as a metaphor paradigm, whereas the paradigm, whereas methafor, 

so that it should be methafor seen as paradigm, while its paradigm its self that should 

be constitute the fundamental thoughts tend to be vague. 

CONCLUSION  

Integration paradigm in the development of the three UIN (Malang, Yogyakarta 

and Surabaya) have the same assumption to the issues of humanity; environmental and 

socio-cultural.The problems were caused by the dichotomy of science; between the 

natural sciences, social sciences and humanitiess as general sciences with Islamic 

scholarship that comes from revelation.The dichotomy have the big effect to the 

bureaucracy world, government world, BUMN world the business world, the 

environment and the world of work in general, tend to be materialistic and increasingly 

distant from revelation lead.As the solution of this problem, it needs to be offered 

integration paradigm of science and Islam, and it should be started from the design of 

the development of science curriculum at the three UIN. 

Integrative scientific development necessitates a solid philosophical 

foundation.Integrative paradigm in UIN Malang is based on the four philosophical 

foundations; parallelization of religion with philosophy, Islamic universalism, the 

harmony of science concepts with Islamic teachings and theories of vortex point. UIN 

Yogyakarta; that al-Qur'an is an indication of ethics, morals, morals, wisdom can be the 

basis of science theology and grand theory of science, despite the revelation never 

claimed himself as a science; science that was born from the mother religion by avoiding 

objective science (experiencing objectification process).It means, that science is not 

perceived by other religions, non-religion and anti-religious as the norm (the 

normatively), but as a symptom of scientific objective (the historicity).Believed that the 
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religion backgrounds become source of knowledge or not, is not problem. Science with 

religious background is objective sciences, it is not normative religion.Basically, human 

knowledge can be categorized into three areas of natural sciences, social sciences and 

humanities.It is a historical accident Muslims when the building of natural science (al-

ulum al-kauniyyah) separates and not in contact at all with the Islamic sciences whose 

foundation by avoiding "text" or nash.It Similar to the views above, UIN Surabaya 

looking at the epistemological problem in the development of science, so that the 

necessary new construction epistemology of science development in IAIN which is now 

UIN Sunan Ampel Surabaya. 

Although there are similarities of perspectives on the environmental of physical 

issues, social, and cultural as well as the solutions offered to the new paradigm of 

integrative science, but these three differ in the way of doing integration.UIN Malang 

through institutional integration as well as an integrated curriculum with science tree 

metaphor.UIN Yogyakarta is different again, with interconnecting the natural science, 

socio-cultural with the Islamic scholarship with the metaphor spider web. While UIN 

Surabaya through integrated-multidisciplinary with integrated twin-tower metaphor. 
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